University Compliance starts with U!

So, you think you know Compliance? Well, did you know that University Compliance starts with you? We each have a stake in University Compliance and are individually responsible for understanding and adhering to University policies and procedures, as well as local, state and federal laws and regulations. While many of us may already be familiar with the various compliance responsibilities we share at UConn and UConn Health, even the most experienced individuals are sometimes unsure which course of action is best from a compliance perspective. This is exactly where the Office of University Compliance can assist you.

Click here to learn more about the many ways our office works to support your and the University’s efforts to ensure we are abiding by relevant laws and regulations, as well as observing internal policies and guidelines.

Collaborate with us on your compliance initiatives

Ever wonder how to get your compliance topic featured in a compliance clip, or be a featured subject matter expert in a compliance chat? Do you have a compliance initiative that needs promoting?

Let’s partner! Click here to inquire about collaborating with the Office of University Compliance on your compliance awareness efforts.